
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

EXPLORATION AND EXTRACION OF HYDROCARBONS IN DEEP WATERS 

09 de diciembre de 2016 

Round 1 is the first International Public Tender for the exploration and extraction of hydrocarbons in the 

History of Mexico, it was divided in four bidding calls: (i) Tender 1. Shared Production Contracts for 

Exploration and Extraction in shallow waters; (ii) Tender 2. Shared Production Contracts for Extraction of 

Hydrocarbons in shallow waters; (iii) Tender 3. License Contracts for Extraction of Hydrocarbons in ground 

areas; and (iv) Tender 4. License Contracts for Exploration and Extraction of Hydrocarbons in deep waters. 

Who will carry out the exploration and extraction in deep waters? On December 6th, 2016, the opening of 

proposal and declaration of Winning Bidders of the License Contracts for Exploration and Extraction of 

Hydrocarbons in deep waters, of the Cinturon Plegado Perdido and Cuenca Salina located in the oil provinces of 

the Gulf of Mexico took place. In this act eight contracts were assigned to companies such as China Offshore Oil 

Corporation E&P Mexico, Total E&P, ExxonMobil, Chevron, Inpex, Statoil, BP and, PC Carigali Mexico. 

What are the royalties? Due to the fact that the tendered contracts are license contracts, these were assigned 

according to the additional royalty proposal made by the participants. The additional royalties of the winning 

proposal were an average of 14.3%. 

How does the Mexican Government benefits? The contractors will pay taxes through a contractual fee for the 

exploration phase; a basic royalty; the tax for activities of exploration and extraction of hydrocarbons, and the 

income tax. Considering these elements, the Government will receive an average between 59.8% and 66.1% of 

the projects’ profit value. The contract also foresees a progressive tax program in which the Government will 

receive a higher percentage of the projects’ profit, in the event that the hydrocarbons’ price increases or higher 

volumes than expected are discovered. 

Resolution’s publication and Contract signing. The Contract allocation and the Tender resolution will be 

formalized this December, at an extraordinary meeting of the Hydrocarbons National Committee Governing 

Body, so it is expected the contract subscription to be carried out within the following 90 calendar days to the 

publication of the resolution in the Federation’s Official Newspaper. 

PEMEX’s Associations. On December 6th, 2016, it also took place the opening of the proposal and declaration of 

the Winning Bidder to carry out Oil Activities in the Trion block that will be PEMEX’s partner. Said Contract was 

allocated to BHP Billiton, with an additional royalty of 4% and an income offer for 624 million dollars. 
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